1st event‐Video:
In the month of August, Just after celebrating the Friendships Week, The First year and Second year
(Degree)students of NM college participated in a Environmental week. The members of WNC club of
the college went in each class of FY and SY in their EVS and FC2 lectures respectively and
demonstrated videos regarding the current environmental issues.
The videos were on the topic of utmost importance requiring immediate awareness in today’s world.
To name a few, the videos were: The video of bottled water, the story of electronics etc. With its
funny and cartoony theme it attracted not only the students but also amused the teachers. It
informed students about what exactly is done with the electronic gadgets that we use in our day to
day life and throw it away as soon as we find a new one, it informed them about its hazardous effect
on environment and also guided regarding what step should we take to prevent its ill effect on
society, It also informed students regarding the use or rather misuse of bottled water and wastage
and pollution caused due to it.
In this way WNC club ended its first event after creating a lot of awareness and requesting students
to contribute their bit to nature by using their gadgets for a longer time and saving energy and
reducing waste in any possible form.
2nd event‐Treasure Hunt and Tree plantation:
In the month of September on the World Tree Plantation Day, The students of WNC club celebrated
the day in their college also.
The event was made a fun activity by making the professors play a Treasure Hunt in the college
premises itself. Teachers also actively participated in the event with their full enthusiasm. There
were 2 teams of four professors each. The winning team was gifted with a treasure which was a
plant.
After the game, all the members of WNC club along with respected Professors and respected
Principal Sunil Mantri, headed towards the college compound to plant small plants making the
college campus a greener one.
3rd event‐The WNC Trek 2011:
On 11th December 2011,the most awaited event of WNC took place ”The WNC Trek 2011” to Keshav
Shrushti near Essel world. Along with the most amazing view of Mumbai and the naturistic views the
trek aso consisted of adventure activities like Zummering, high Rope Commando bridge, Free Fall
,River/Valley crossing and Monkey Crawling. It was a trip worth going. Along with the adventure
activities was also an educational trip‐ A trip showing the procedure of creating biogas. Also we saw
the irrigation system and the chilly and brinjal plantation which were developed using organic
fertilizers.
In the end it was a trip that will last as a happy memory in the minds of all the students
and the teachers who accompanied us. The trek being close to nature was realistic, adventurous and
amazing. After the long climb the view from the top of Mumbai city and the surrounding mangroves
was breathtaking. Though it was the last event it was an event everyone looks forward to year long.

